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Objects of study









Local block of Shoen's Calabi-Yau threefold 



SYZ with quantum corrections



Need: Kaehler structure and Lagrangian fibration



Need: Kaehler structure and Lagrangian fibration

Pull back the fibration to the universal cover of the base, 
construct the SYZ mirror upstairs,
and then quotient out by Deck transformation group.



A toric realization upstairs



These toric manifolds have infinite type!
They have infinitely many Kaehler parameters.

A toric realization upstairs

Realized by toric geometry: [Mumford, Gross-Siebert]



Kaehler metric for infinite-type toric manifolds



Kaehler metric for infinite-type toric manifolds



Kaehler metric on group quotient



Kaehler metric on group quotient



Kaehler metric on group quotient



Kaehler moduli for infinite-type toric manifolds



Kaehler moduli for infinite-type toric manifolds



Lagrangian fibration on infinite-type toric CY

The Lagrangian fibration descends to quotient by G.
Use this to construct the SYZ mirror.



Quantum correction: wall-crossing of open GW

Semi-flat mirror: take the dual torus fibration away from the singular 
fibers [Leung-Yau-Zaslow].
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Wall-crossing:



Remark: wall-crossing can be captured by immersed 
Lagrangian Floer theory



There is a natural induced G action on Y.

G action on SYZ mirror



GKZ system and mirror map for infinite-type toric 
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GKZ system and mirror map for infinite-type toric 



Open mirror theorem for infinite-type toric CY



Open mirror theorem for infinite-type toric CY



SYZ mirror of       surface



SYZ mirror of       surface
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SYZ mirror of       surface



SYZ mirror of       surface



SYZ mirror and root of Yau-Zaslow formula

Geometric transitions        modularity



Yau-Zaslow formula



Yau-Zaslow formula







SYZ mirror of                threefold



SYZ mirror of                threefold



SYZ mirror of                threefold



Siegal upper half space



Siegal upper half space



Siegal upper half space



Explicit expression



Explicit expression



Modular properties of Riemann theta function

How do these properties come up from mirror geometry?



Modular property I



Modular property I



Modular property II



Modular property III: T-duality on base



Gross-Siebert normalization condition

Do not have product formula in general dimensions.



Gross-Siebert normalization condition

Do not have product formula in general dimensions.



The open GW generating function



Higher dimensions:



Mirrors of general-type varieties



Mirrors of general-type varieties



Mirrors of general-type varieties


